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DECIDABLE DISCRIMINATOR VARIETIES
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ROSS WILLARD

Abstract. Let 3? be a class of (universal) algebras of fixed type. Si1 denotes

the class obtained by augmenting each member of S£ by the ternary discrim-

inator function (/(jc , y, z) = x if x ^ y , t(x, x, z) = z), while V(^') is

the closure of 3£l under the formation of subalgebras, homomorphic images,

and arbitrary Cartesian products. For example, the class of Boolean algebras is

definitionally equivalent to V(jr') where JT consists of a two-element alge-

bra whose only operations are the two constants. Any equationally defined class

(that is, variety) of algebras which is equivalent to some \I(.W) is known as a

discriminator variety.
Building on recent work of S. Burris, R. McKenzie, and M. Valeriote, we

characterize those locally finite universal classes 3? of unary algebras of finite

type for which the first-order theory of \Z(JT') is decidable.

1. Introduction

The attempt to determine which classes of models of finite type have a de-

cidable first-order theory has a long and rich history. Recently R. McKenzie

and M. Valeriote [15] have made great progress in the study of equationally de-

fined classes of algebras (i.e., varieties) which are locally finite, by showing that

such a variety is decidable iff it is the varietal product of three decidable locally

finite varieties of very special kinds: strongly abelian, affine, and discrimina-

tor. Through the work of Valeriote [19, 15] it is completely understood which

locally finite strongly abelian varieties are decidable. Though the same is not
true of affine or discriminator varieties, it is known [3] that every locally finite

affine variety is equivalent (from many points of view, including that of decid-

ability) to the variety rJÍ of all unitary left /?-modules for some canonically

defined finite ring R with unit. Thus our understanding of decidable locally

finite varieties will be complete if we can solve the following two problems (cf.

[4, Chapter 14]).

Problem 1. For which finite rings R with unit is *,# decidable?

Problem 2. Which locally finite discriminator varieties of finite type are decid-

able?

This paper addresses the second problem.
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For basic universal algebra the reader is referred to [5, 14]. An algebra is

locally finite if each of its finitely generated subalgebras is finite; a class is locally

finite if every algebra in it is locally finite. The ternary discriminator on the set

A is the function tA : A3 —> A given by

tA(a,b,c) = < .
I a   otherwise.

A discriminator variety is a variety f for which there is a term i(x, y, z)

in the language of 'V which defines the ternary discriminator on the universe

of every nontrivial subdirectly irreducible member of "V. An example of a

locally finite discriminator variety is the variety of Boolean algebras. The only

nontrivial subdirectly irreducible Boolean algebra (up to isomorphism) is the

one whose universe is {0, 1} , and every operation on {0,1} is definable by a

Boolean term.

There is a canonical way to generate discriminator varieties. Let S£ be a

class of algebras of type L, let t be a ternary operation symbol not occurring

in L, and let Vit) denote the type LU{i}. If A e X then A' denotes the
L(r)-algebra (A, tA), and &' denotes {A'-.Ae^f}. Then the variety V(^')
generated by Jf! is a discriminator variety. Conversely, every discriminator

variety is definitionally equivalent to one of the form V(^') where 3£ is an

(essentially uniquely determined) universal class. Thus to solve Problem 2 it

is enough to determine which locally finite universal classes ¿% of algebras of

finite type are such that V(^') is decidable.

If 3Í is a universal class of algebras, then the structure of the members of

WiJT') can be described in terms of Boolean products.

Definition 1.1. A Boolean product of a nonempty indexed family (A*)*^ of

algebras is a subdirect product A <sd YlXIEX Ax of the family such that for some

Boolean topology on X,

(1) For all a, b e A, the set {x e X: a(x) = ¿>(x)} is clopen;

(2) If a, b e A and N is a clopen set of X, then a|/y U bX\N e A .

Condition (2) is known as the "patchwork property." We write A <bp

Ylx€XAx if A is a Boolean product of (Ax)xex, and refer to the members

of (A^jtgA- as the stalks of A. For a class 3?, Tai5?) denotes the class of all

Boolean products with stalks from 3T. Usually when referring to a particular

Boolean product of (Ax)x€a" we shall assume that a particular Boolean topology

on X is specified.

If A <bp YlxeXAx then A is a subuniverse of the L^-algebra YlxeXA'x.

We denote the corresponding subalgebra of Y\x€X Ax by A(r). Clearly A(r) G

V(Jf'). Conversely

Theorem 1.2 (Bulman-Fleming, Werner [1]). Suppose 5f is a universal class of

algebras.

(i) If Be Vpf') and \B\>1, then B S A(f) for some A e ra(JT).
(ii) If moreover B is countable, then the Boolean product A <bp Y\x€XAx

referred to in (i) can be chosen so that the Boolean topology on X has

only countably many clopen sets.

Let 5? be a class of algebras of finite type L. Th(«^T) denotes the set of all

first-order L-sentences true in all members of S£ .  Jf is decidable if Th(^)
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is a recursive set; otherwise 3Z is undecidable. 3? is hereditarily undecidable

if every class 3Z' of L-algebras satisfying 3? C 3?' is undecidable. In this

paper we establish the hereditary undecidability of a class 3t by semantically

embedding into 3? a hereditarily undecidable class of graphs. The reader is

referred to [3] for an explanation of the method. It suffices to note here that for

any infinite cardinal k the class of all connected graphs with K-many vertices

is hereditarily undecidable.
Until 1988, only a few general results about the decidability of discrimina-

tor varieties were known. Tarski [18] showed in the 1940s that the variety of

Boolean algebras is decidable. Ershov [9, 10] extended this result to several

discriminator varieties not far removed from Boolean algebras. Then in the

early 1970s S. Comer [7, 8] developed some revolutionary sheaf-theoretic tools

which allowed him to prove that for every m > 2 the (discriminator) variety

of rings satisfying xm = x is decidable, and that every finitely generated vari-

ety of monadic algebras is decidable. H. Werner [22, 6] subsequently extended

Comer's methods to show that every finitely generated discriminator variety

of finite type is decidable. Apparently the first known example of a decidable

but not finitely generated discriminator variety is the pure discriminator variety
V(SETS'), shown to be decidable by McKenzie in 1976. Another example was

given in [6].

For every n > 1 the class of cylindric algebras of dimension « is a nonfinitely

generated discriminator variety, which can easily be shown to be undecidable if

n > 1 [8]. In 1975 M. Rubin [17] showed that the same is true for dimension

1 (i.e., for monadic algebras). S. Burris subsequently generalized Rubin's result

by showing [2] that if 'V is any nontrivial discriminator variety then V(2^') is

undecidable.
Then in 1988 Burris, McKenzie, and Valeriote [4] developed some new and

powerful tools to analyse certain locally finite but not finitely generated discrim-

inator varieties. They were able to generalize McKenzie's result for V(SETS')

to prove that if 3? is a finitely axiomatizable locally finite universal class of

finite type and 3f is locally homogeneous, then \li3f') is decidable; and that
if 'V is a locally finite variety of finite unary type, then V(^"') is decidable iff

'V is locally homogeneous.

In this paper we present some stronger tools and a new notion of "almost

local homogeneity" in order to classify those locally finite universal classes 3f

of finite unary type for which V(^T') is decidable. This paper is a natural

extension of the recent work of Burris, McKenzie, and Valeriote as well as of

the earlier work of Comer and Werner.

We adopt the following conventions: ^n denotes the class of all finite mem-

bers of 3?. An algebra is «-generated iff it is generated by a subset of cardinality

at most n . A lower segment of a poset P is a subset L of P such that if a e L

and b < a, then b e L. If A is an algebra of type L and ax, ... , an e A,

then the quantifier-free «-type of iax, ... , a„) is the set of all quantifier-free

L-formulas 0(xi,... , x„) satisfying A 1= (/»(a).
Burris and Valeriote first described their joint work with McKenzie at the

University of Waterloo universal algebra seminar during the Spring 1988 and

Winter 1989 terms, and provided us with an early draft of their manuscript

[4]; we happily acknowledge our debt to them. We also thank Michael Albert,
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Burris, Keith Kearnes, McKenzie, and Valeriote for several helpful discussions

and comments.

2. A Feferman-Vaught theorem

In this section we prove a Feferman-Vaught-style theorem for Boolean prod-

ucts in which (1) each stalk is homogeneous "modulo a designated finite sub-

universe of bounded size," and (2) the designated finite subuniverses of the

stalks are coordinated in a nice way. This theorem will be used in the following

section.

Definition 2.1. (1) Suppose D is a locally finite algebra and Dq is a subuniverse.

D is homogeneous over D0 if for all finite subalgebras B, B' of D satisfying

B n Do - B' n Do , every isomorphism a: B = B' satisfying o\BnD0 = idBnDQ

can be extended to an automorphism à of D satisfying ö\d0 = ido0. D is

homogeneous if it is homogeneous over SgD 0 .

(2) If A is a locally finite algebra and A0 is a subuniverse, then A is locally

homogeneous over Aq if every finite subalgebra D of A is homogeneous over

D n Ao. A is locally homogeneous if it is locally homogeneous over SgA 0 .

Here are two easy consequences of the previous definition.

Claim 2.2. Suppose A is locally finite, Ao is a subuniverse, and A is locally

homogeneous over Ao.

(i) If A' < A, then A' is locally homogeneous over A' n A0 .

(ii) If A is countable, then A is homogeneous over A0.

Proof, (i) is trivial. To prove (ii), suppose B, B' are finite subalgebras of A

with B n Ao - B' n Ao, and suppose a: B = B' satisfies oißru0 = ^bha0 ■ Let
D = SgA(ß U B') ; then D is finite, so o can be extended to an automorphism

a of D satisfying a\Dr¡Ao = idon^0 • As A is the union of a chain of finite

subalgebras containing D, à can be extended to an automorphism of A fixing

Ao.    D

The next definition describes an artifice which serves only to simplify the

presentation of the Feferman-Vaught theorem.

Definition 2.3. Suppose 3? is a locally finite universal class of similar algebras

and H is a finite algebra of the same type.

(1) 3Í/H denotes the class of all AeJ for which the set A0 - A n H is
a common subuniverse of A and H and, if nonempty, Ao inherits the same

operations from A as it does from H.

(2) Suppose A,Be 3f/H. An H-embedding from A to B is an embedding
a: A «-> B which satisfies <r(a) = a for all a e A n H and er(a) £ H for all

H
a e A\H. In this case write a: A <-» B. An H-isomorphism is an isomorphism

which is an H-embedding in the above sense.
u

(3) If A, Be 3f/H, write A <-» B to mean there exists an H-embedding
H H

(TiA'-tB, and A = B to mean there exists an H-isomorphism from A to B.

The following lemma contains the central property of H-embeddings which

we shall need.
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Lemma 2.4. Suppose 3? and H are as described in the previous definition and

A, B, C e 3f/H with B, C finite and B < A.  If A is locally homogeneous
H H H

over A n H, a:B<-»C, and C^A, then there exists ß: C c-+ A satisfying

ß o a = idß .

Proof. Pick y: C £ A and let B' = yaiB) and D = SgA(ß U yC). Note that
H

ya : B = B'. As D is finite and A is locally homogeneous over A n H, ya

extends to an H-automorphism p of D. Let ß = p~x o y.   a

Suppose now that 3t is a locally finite universal class of algebras of finite

type for which Thv(^) (the universal theory of 3Z) is decidable, and H is a

finite algebra of the same type. Weispfennig observed in [21] that because the

type of 3? is finite, there are only finitely many «-generated algebras in X (up

to isomorphism) for each «. As Thv(^) is decidable, there is an algorithm

which, given « > 0, produces a finite set 3fn of finite members of 3?/H

(explicitly constructed in some uniform manner) with the following properties:

1. Every A e 3f„ is «-generated;
H

2. For every «-generated B e 3f/H there is an A e 3fn such that B = A ;

3. For all A, B 6 3f„, if A £ B then A = B ;
4. 3tn C3fn+X for all «>0.

In further discussions of 3?/H in which the decidability of Thv(^) is given,

we shall assume that the above algorithm is fixed (hence the 3?„ 's are fixed)

and shall let 3fw = \]n<w3?n .

The recursiveness of 3fn also implies the existence of an effective procedure

which, given « , returns a finite set T„ of terms in xx, ... , x„ , with the prop-

erty that for all A e 3f and all a e A" , SgA(a) = {iA(S): t e Tn). We shall
refer to this family of sets iTn)n<w in the proof of Theorem 2.7.

Now we turn to Boolean products.

Definition 2.5. Let 3f be a locally finite universal class of algebras of finite

type, and H a finite algebra of the same type. r^om(^/H) is the class of
all Boolean products A <bp rjxex^* in Ta(3?) which satisfy the following

properties:

(1) AxeJf/H for all xeX;
(2) For all a e A and h e H, the set a~x(h) is clopen;

(3) Ax is locally homogeneous over AXC\H for all x e X.

Definition 2.6. Let 3? and H be as above and such that Thv(^) is decidable,

and suppose A <bp Ux€X Ax is in r£ompf/H).

(1) For each Be1u let UB = {x e X: B ^ Ax}. Note that UB is an
open subset of X.

(2) X(A) = (X,(UB)BeXJ.
(3) ^(A)* is the duai Boolean algebra with distinguished family of ideals

indexed by 3^.

Here is the promised Feferman-Vaught theorem.

Theorem 2.7. Suppose 3? is a locally finite universal class of algebras of finite

type L such that Thv(^) is decidable, and suppose H is a finite l-algebra.
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There is an effective procedure which, given an L(r) sentence cf>, produces a

sentence O for Boolean algebras with distinguished ideals indexed by 3fw, such

thatforall AerahQJ3f/H),

A(i) 1=0 <£> X{AY 1= O.

Proof. The proof is a minor variation of the proof of Claim 3.3 in [4]. Sup-

pose A e 3Í/H and a e A" . By the quantifier-free H-n-type of a in A we

mean some effective specification of the «-pointed algebra (SgA(a) ; a) up to

H-isomorphism. (More precisely, if B e 3f/H and b e B" , then a and

b have the same quantifier-free H-«-type in their respective algebras iff there
ti

exists a: SgA(5) «-> B satisfying a(a,) = b¡ for i = 1,...,«.) For the spec-

ification of the quantifier-free H-«-type of a in A we can take, for example,

the ordered pair

({(Í,, h) e (T+)2: rf(fl) = t$(a)}, {(t, h) e Tn x H: tA(a) = «}),

where

r+ = T„ U {xi,..., x„} u {/(ii,..., tk) : h,..., tk € T„ and

f e L is /c-ary}.

(r„ was defined just before Definition 2.5.)

There are only finitely many quantifier-free H-«-types realized in 3f/H, and

they are all realized in 3tn . Hence there is an effective procedure which, given

« , enumerates all quantifier-free H-«-types p„t ■, ... , pn,n„) realized in 3f/H

and which, for each («, i), specifies a member Bnj e 3?„ in which p„;, is

realized.

The notation pn+x t¡\- p„j means the obvious thing, i.e., if (ax, ... , an+x ) in

A has quantifier-free H- (« + l)-type p„+x,,, then (ax,... , an) has type pnj ■

Likewise, if <j>(xx, ... , x„) is a quantifier-free formula then p„j \- <f> means

A N (f>(a) whenever a has type pnj. Note that the predicates " pn+\,i r- Pnj "

and " p,,,, r- <f> " are recursive.

Now suppose A <bp ftxeX Ax is in r^JX/H) and a e A" . By lp„,i(a)l
we mean the set of those x e X for which the quantifier-free H-«-type of

(ax(x), ... , a„(x)) in Ax is p„j. By condition (2) of Definition 2.5, ipn,i(a)l

is clopen.

Claim 2.8. Suppose A <bp ]\xexAx is in r£om(^7H) and a e A" . Then for

any clopen sets Nx, ... , A^n+i) of X,

(Ni)^+i) = (lpn+i,i(â, Z>)tó+1)   for some be A,

iff
(1) U/i"+1) Ni = X, and N¡ n Nj = 0 whenever i ¿ j ;

(2) N¡ C \\pn jia)\ for all i, j such that pn+x ¡ Y- p„ ¡■ ; and
(3) Ni C c7B„;,,, for all i = I, ... , X(n + I).

Proof.   (=>) is easy to verify.
(•*=). Suppose conditions (l)-(3) hold. By virtue of (1), the compact-

ness of X, and the patchwork property of A, it will suffice to show that

for each / = 1, ... , A(« + 1) and x € N¡ there exists b e Ax such that

the quantifier-free H-(« + l)-type of (ai(x), ... , a„ix), b)  is pn+\,i-   Let
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B = SgAjt(a-(x), ... , a„ix)), and suppose the type of (ax(x), ... , a„(x)) is

Pnj- Let k be the unique integer such that p„+Xj I- Pn,k\ then condition

(2) and the fact that N¡ n \\pn,jia)^ ^ 0 imply k = j.   Hence there exist

a: B <-> B„+i!( and c e Bn+X¡¡ such that (afli(x), ... , aa„(x), c) has type

Pn+\,i ■

By condition (3),  B„+i , <-+ A* ; thus Lemma 2.4 gives an H-embedding
ti

/?: B„+i/ ■-► A* satisfying ß oq = ids . As H-embeddings preserve quantifier-

free H-types, (ai(x), ... , a„(x),/?(c)) has type pn+\,i in A* as desired.   D

Now to prove the theorem, we shall give a recursive procedure which, given an

L(/)-formula (f>(xx, ... , x„), produces a formula Q>iXx, ... , X^„)) in the first-

order language for Boolean algebras with a family (/bW-X, oi" distinguished

ideals1, such that for all A e rgom(^/H) and all a e A" ,

A(0 1=0(3)   iff  ^(Ar^Odip,,,,^)!,...,^,^)^)!).

The procedure is:

1. If 4>ixx,... ,xn) is atomic, then <P(X. , ... , Xm) is (1 = UPb.,.i-0*i) •

2. If 4> is ->0 and 6 corresponds to ©, then <I> is -»6.
3. If 4> is 6X&62 and 6¡ corresponds to 8, for / = 1, 2, then O is 01&02.

4. If (j) is 3x„+if9(xi, ... , x„+i) and 8 corresponds to @iXx, ... , X^n+X)),

then <P(Xl5... ,Xm) is

\(n+\)

331 • • ■ 1W) 1 =   (J  y< & A(y' n ̂  = °) &
(=1 i<7

A(«+l)

/\   (y, ç at,) &  r\ iBn+l.,(Yi) &e(y,,..., rA(n+1)) .

Pn+l.i^Pn.j 1=1

That the procedure does what was claimed is proved by induction on the

complexity of 4>, using compactness and the patchwork property when <f> is

atomic, and using Claim 2.8 when <f> is of the form 3xn+x6 .   □

3. Decidability

Definition 3.1. Suppose Jo isa finite set of finite algebras and A is an algebra

of the same type. A maximal 3f0-subuniverse of A is a subuniverse Aq such

that (i) either A0 — 0 or A0 is isomorphic to some member of 3iQ, and (ii)

Ao is maximal (among subuniverses of A ordered by inclusion) with respect

to property (i).

Definition 3.2. Suppose 3? is a locally finite universal class of algebras of finite

type. We shall say that 3? is almost locally homogeneous2 if there is a finite

set 3?o of finite members of 3f satisfying.

(1) S(JT0) ç/(Jfo) ;
(2) (If the type of 3Z contains constant symbols): Every O-generated mem-

ber of 3f is in I(3f0) ;

1 Interpreted as unary relations.

2We thank the referee for suggesting this terminology.
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(3) If A 6 3f and Ao is a maximal ^-subuniverse of A, then A is locally

homogeneous over Ao.

If 3f is a locally finite universal class of finite type which is either locally

homogeneous or of the form 3? - I(3fo) for some finite set 3?o of finite

algebras, then 3Z is almost locally homogeneous. Thus the next theorem is

a common generalization of the decidability results of Burris, McKenzie, and

Valeriote [4]; and of Werner [22, 6].

Theorem 3.3. Suppose X is a locally finite universal class of finite type. If

Thv(^) is decidable (for example, if 3f is finitely axiomatizable) and 3f is
almost locally homogeneous, then \Z(3f') is decidable.

Remark 1. Suppose 3f is a finitely axiomatizable class of finite type. Then as

is well known, Th(3?), the full first-order theory of 3Z, and FinSat( J"), the
set of first-order sentences true in some finite member of 3f, are both recur-

sively enumerable. If in addition 3? is universal and locally finite, then any

universal sentence not belonging to Th(3f) must be false in some finite mem-

ber of 3f, and hence its negation will belong to FinSat(^). Thus Thv(^)

will be recursive, which explains the parenthetical remark in the statement of

the theorem.

Remark 2. It is not hard to show that both the hypotheses and the conclusion

of Theorem 3.3 are invariant under the transformation of 3? which replaces

each constant by a constant unary operation. Therefore we shall prove the the-

orem under the additional hypothesis that the type of 3? contains no constant

symbols. For the remainder of this section, let 3Z be a fixed class satisfying

the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 and this additional hypothesis. We need the

following two lemmas, whose proofs will be deferred to the end of the section.

Lemma 3.4. There exists a finite algebra H of the same type as 3t, such that

for every countable member A of Tai3f) there exists A' e r£om(.^7H) having

the same underlying Boolean space as A and satisfying A(t) = A'(t).

Lemma 3.5. There is an effectively computable function from the collection of

finite subsets of 3Zm to the set of natural numbers, written !F >-» N&, with the

following property: For each &~, and for every A<bp \[x(iXAx in rgom(^7H)

for which the Boolean algebra X* of clopen sets of X is countable, there is a

subalgebra A' < A such that

(i)   A'ergom(jr/H);
(ii)   UB = UB for all B e & ;

(iii)  A^. is Ngr-generatedfor all x e X.

Proof of Theorem 3.3. Given an L(i)-sentence <fi, we wish to decide whether

W(3f') 1= (j). First compute the Boolean sentence <I> as in Theorem 2.7; next

let & be the set of indices of ideal symbols occurring in <1> ; then compute

N - N$r ; and finally construct 3f^, a finite set of representatives of the yV-
generated members of 3f.

We claim that V(3f') t= <p iff M(3t^) N <p. Indeed, suppose V(Jf') K 0. By
Löwenheim's theorem, <f> is false in some countable C e \/(3f') and, by the

theorem of Bulman-Fleming and Werner [1], if \C\ > 1 then C is isomorphic

to A(t) for some (countable) A <bp Hxgx^x in Va(3?) with X* countable.
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Then Theorem 2.7 and Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 produce an algebra A' € \Z(3fN)

such that A'it) ¥ </>, as required.

Now in [6] there is given an algorithm which reduces the decision problem

for V(<^y) to the decision problem for Boolean algebras with countably many

distinguished ideals (the latter being decidable by [16]), and this algorithm is

uniform in the "input parameter" 3f^ . Hence it can be used to decide <j>.   D

Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let Jó C J witness the fact that 3? is almost locally

homogeneous, and let L be the type of 3? . For the purposes of this proof only,

we admit the existence of the empty algebra 0|_ of type L, which is construed

to be a subalgebra of every L-algebra. We stipulate that 0l 6 3?o , but continue
to assume that 0|_ £ 3f.

As L contains no constant symbols, it is possible to find a finite (nonempty)

L-algebra H and a collection fé" of subalgebras of H with these properties:

i. i(^) = i(jr0) ;
2. For every B e W, C e 3?0 and embedding a : B <-> C there exists a

De? and an isomorphism ß : C = D such that B < D and ßaib) = b for

all beB.
Now let A <bp YlxexAx be a countable member of Yai3f). To prove the

lemma, we shall prove the existence of a family of isomorphisms (a* : Ax =

A'x)x€X , where each A^. is in 3?/H, such that if a: A —> Y\x€X A'x is given by

(aa)ix) = axiaix)) and A' = aiA), then A' e rgom(J7H) ; and to do this it

will suffice to find a family of isomorphisms (crx : Bx = ~Ex)xex satisfying

3. ExeW for all x e X ;
4. Bx < Ax and A* is locally homogeneous over Bx , for all x e X ;

5. {x e X: a(x) e Bx and f7JC(a(x)) = c} is clopen, for all a e A and

ce{JW.
Pick an increasing sequence ,4(0) ç A^ C A^ Ç ■•■ of finite subuniverses

of A whose union is A . For each « > 0 and x, y e X let A[£} = pro)xiA^) ;

enumerate A^ as {ax, ... ,ak} and let =„ be the equivalence relation on

X defined by x =„ y iff («i(x), ... , akix)) has the same quantifier-free k-

type in A*"* as (axiy), ... , ak{y)) has in AynK (Equivalently, x =„ y iff

the map a(x) *-> aiy) (a G Aw) is a well-defined isomorphism from A^n)

to Ay .) Let n„ be the partition of X induced by =„ . As there are only
finitely many quantifier-free A:-types realized in 3f, each of which is definable

by a quantifier-free formula, n„ consists of finitely many clopen sets. We

shall find, for each « > 0 and N e l\n , algebras C(^, D{¡¡], and E^>, an

isomorphism t^': D^ s E^, and a family of isomorphisms ia(x]: A{xn) s

C^])xeN satisfying

6. D^<C^} and E^'e?;

7. D$ is a maximal J^-subuniverse of C^ ;

8. a£\a(x)) = ayn)(a(y)) for all a e AM and x, ye N.

Moreover, these algebras and isomorphisms shall be coordinated so that if

n> m, N eU„, M eUm, and x € N ç M then:

9. C£> < C™ , D£> < d£> , and E#> < E<? ;

10. a{xm) C a™ for all x e N, and t£° ç t^ ;

11. cWnfl^öW.
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This will be enough, since we can then argue as follows. For each x e X

and « > 0 pick N e Yln such that x e N and define Ó"] = Ój? , D{xn) = D^ ,

and E{xn) = E%] . Also define Bxn) = (a{xn))-l(D{xn)) and let o^-.B^ & E{xn) be

given by axn) = t^ o a^lgw . Then by construction:

12. AÍm) n BÍn) = BÍm) for m < n and
'■x     ' ' "x     — "X

1$ <*?<*?<-

Ef<ExX)<Ex2)<---

for each x e X. As each E* is in ?, which is finite, the above sequences must

eventually stabilize. For each x e X let Bx , Ex , and ax be the limiting values

of the above sequences. We claim that the family (ox: Bx = Ex)xeX satisfies

the conditions (3)-(5) stated above. Certainly condition (3) holds. Since Dxn)

is a maximal Jó-subuniverse of Cx , Bxn) must be a maximal Jó-subuniverse

of A* ), and hence Axn^ is locally homogeneous over Bx (by our choice of

3fo) ■ Thus A*"' is locally homogeneous over Bx for sufficiently large « , which

implies that A* is locally homogeneous over Bx , proving condition (4).

What must be verified is condition (5). Let a e A be given and pick m > 0

such that a e A{m). It follows from condition (12) that for all x e X, a(x) e

Bx iff a(x) € B(xm). Hence for each c e{JW the set {x e X: a(x) e Bx and

ax(a(x)) = c} is a union of sets in nm , so must be clopen. Hence the family

iax: Bx 3 Ex)xex satisfies conditions (3)-(5) as claimed.

Now we prove the existence of the algebras C¡¡', D^', E^', and isomor-

phisms t^' , a*"' satisfying conditions (6)-(l 1). The proof is by induction on

«.
First suppose N e n0 ; pick x0 e N and define C^ = A^ . Let D^ be any

maximal Jo-subuniverse of A^', and t^' any isomorphism from D^' to a

member E^ of f. For each xeN define a{x]: A{x] S A^ by a^aix)) =

a(x0) (a e AM). This choice of C^ , Df , E^ , t#> , and (c¿0) W certainly
satisfies conditions (6)-(8).

Next suppose k > 0 and we have appropriate algebras and isomorphisms

defined for all « < k , satisfying conditions (6)—( 11) for all m < n < k . Pick
N e Ilk+X and M e Uk such that N ç M. Fix Xo e N and find an algebra

C{k+l) and an isomorphism a: A^+1) a C{k+[) satisfying C%] < C{kU) and

oV, = ag>. Then define a{xk+{): A<f+1) = c£+1) by a^+1)(a(x)) = aiaix0))

(a e y4(*+1)) for each x e N. Next, extend Z>j£' to a maximal Jó-subuniverse

D(k+X) of C£+1) and let A0 = C$ nö«W). Note that D%] < A0 < C<¿>

and A0 € IS( 3f0) = I (Jo) ; hence A0 = D^ by the inductive hypothesis,

condition (7).   This verifies condition (11).   Finally, pick E{N+l) e W  and

T(j+1). njf+i) a jg+i) so that E(j, < ej+d and ^+1),^ = tjj)_ (This can

be done by our choice of H and W.) The reader can check that this choice of

CJf+I),D<*+,), E(¿+1), tí+1),and (a^W satisfies (6)-( 10).   D
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Proof of Lemma 3.5. Let y = {B!, ... , Bk) and suppose each B, is «,-

generated. Let N&- = nx + ■■■ + nk + 1. We claim that this works. Indeed,

suppose A <bp HxeXAx is in rgom(JT/H) with X* countable; fix c e A.

For each i = I, ... , k pick a clopen partition of the open set UB. (this is

possible by the countability of X*), and further refine this partition (let n,

denote the refined partition) by requiring that for each N e n, there exist

bx,... ,bn¡ e A such that for all x e N, the set {¿>i(x), ... , <V(x)} generates
a subalgebra of Ax H-isomorphic to B,. With N fixed and for j = 1, ... , «,

define a'j'N = bj\N U c\X\N . and put

A= {a)'N: 1 < i<k, N eU¡, 1 < j < n¡}

(or A = {c} if y = 0). Finally let ^' be the closure under patchwork

of SgA(A). Clearly A' <bp UxexK where A'x = SgA^({a(x): a e A}) for
each x e X. By Claim 2.2(i), A'x is locally homogeneous over A'x f) H, so

A'x e r¡Jom(J7H). This establishes (i). (ii) and (iii) follow immediately from
the construction of A'.   □

4. A SEMANTIC EMBEDDING

Let A = (A, f) be the mono-unary algebra defined by A = {-1} U a> and
fin) = max(«, 0), and let J¡ be the smallest universal class containing A.

( J¡ was presented in [4] as the simplest class 3? for which the decidability of

V(3?') was unknown.) Let S be the subalgebra of A whose universe is co.

Clearly the automorphism group of S is transitive while the element 0 e S is

fixed by every automorphism of A. These facts alone are enough to prove that

3?x is not almost locally homogeneous (exercise, or see the proof of Theorem

5.3), so the methods of the previous section cannot be applied.

The following lemma contains a semantic embedding which grew out of our

study of 3fx . The lemma is sufficient for the purposes of this paper, and will

likely have further applications. The statement of the lemma is similar in form

to, and was motivated by, Lemma 2.1 in [4]; and though it appears that neither

lemma generalizes the other, ours is an improvement with respect to two subtle

details, explained below.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose A is an algebra of type L, S is a subalgebra of A, and

pix) and t(x) are first-order L-formulas. Define M - pA\s and T = MnxA\s.

Suppose also that = is an equivalence relation on M such that T is a union of

=-classes, and define

AuW, = S = {a e AutS: er(M) = M and for all a, b, e M,

a = biffoia) = oib)}.

If
( 1 )   M contains infinitely many =-classes while T contains only finitely

many =-classes;

(2) \J{oiT):oeAutM=S} = M;

(3) there is an L-formula y/iz) such that i//A ¿ 0 but <//A|s = 0 ;

then the class SP(A') is hereditarily undecidable.
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Before giving the proof, we wish to compare our lemma with the correspond-

ing lemma in [4]. The chief improvements are3:

• In [4] it is required that T contain at least two =-classes; we require only

one.
• Our assumption (2) replaces the assumption in [4] of the existence of a

complete set of representatives for the =-classes in M, which generates S and

is "independent" in a very strong sense; for example, AutS must act «-fold

transitively on this set for all « .

It is the first improvement which we exploit in this paper. For an illustration

of the value of the second improvement, see [20].

Proof. First, note that we can assume that ta ç pA and hence rA\s — T. Next,

pick a subset Y ç AutM, = S such that {oiT): a e Y) = {cr(r): a e Autji/, = S}

and for ax, a2 e Y, axiT) — a2iT) iff ai = a2. Now we dispose of the

equivalence relation = ; its only role is to ensure that the following conditions

are met:
(4) T is infinite;
(5) For all ox, a2 e Y, M <£ (7.(7/) u a2(T) ;
(6) There is a positive integer k such that for all a e Y there is a subset

To ç a(T) with |7b| = k and such that for all a' e Y, T0 ç o\T) iff a' = a .
Let k = |T|. We shall semantically embed into SP(A') the class of all graphs

of cardinality k in which every vertex belongs to an edge. Let 2? = (F, E) be

such a graph. For each v eV and e e E let v* — {v} x <y and e* = {e} x co,

and put V* = \J{v* : v e V} and E* = \J{e* : e e E) . Next define

Y = |J{<?* xv*:veeeE},

X = Yl)E*U{oo}.

Define a Boolean algebra of subsets of X as follows. For each x — ie, i) e

E* let

Nx = {x}U([{x}xV*]nY)

= {x} U {(x, y): y e v* Uw*}   where e — {v , w}.

For each finite or cofinite subset A of E* define

/ \J{Nx : x e A} if A is finite,

A ~ I UiNx ■ x e A} U {oo}    if A is cofinite.

Finally, let

3§o = {NA : A is a finite or cofinite subset of E*},

38 = {N © F : N e 3§o and F is a finite subset of Y}.

Clearly ¿$ is a Boolean subalgebra of Su(X). In fact, 3§ is a basis for a

compact Hausdorff topology y on X. Thus iX, !T) is a Boolean space and

3ë is its Boolean algebra of clopen sets. Under this topology, Y is precisely

the set of isolated points of X.

3In [4] it is also required that /j. and x have only one free variable, and that the relation =

be definable in A. On the other hand, [4] does not require our condition (3), and weakens our

assumption ( 1 ) to require only that M\T contain infinitely many =-classes.
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For each v e V let Uv = i\J{e*: v e e e E}) x v*. Note that each Uv is

open (and nonempty, by our assumptions on È?) ; that the Uvs partition Y;

and that for e e E, Uv(~)Ne. = e* xv* ifvee while Uvf)Ne. = 0 otherwise.

We define an algebra in ISP(A') as follows. First pick a bijection between V

and T ; denote it by v *-> av . Next, pick an algebra P, a family of subalgebras

(Aw)w6k of P, and a family of isomorphisms (ct„ : A = Av)v€v satisfying:

1. S<A„ for all veV;

2. ôv\s = ov for all v e V ;
3. For all v , w e V with v / w , Av n Aw = S.

Note that pAv\s = M and xKv\s = oviT) for each v e V.

Finally, define C to be the subalgebra of (P')x consisting of the continuous

functions a: X —> P (where P is given the discrete topology) which satisfy

a(Uv) c Av for all v e V (and consequently aiX\Y) ç S). Note that each

a e C is finite valued, its values lie in UÍ-4« : v g F} and have clopen support,

and its values lie in S except on a finite subset of Y. Examples of elements in

C are the constant functions cs : X —> {s} for each s e S. It is easy to verify

that C is a Boolean product of algebras (Cx)xex , where C* = A{, if x e Uv ,

and Cx = S' if x G X\7. Hence C g ISP(A').
Now we shall show how & can be interpreted in C. In what follows, let

us say that a structure (obtained in some way from &) is definable in C if

there are first-order L(r)-formulas which interpret the structure in C in the

usual way (see [15] or [3]). In particular, the formulas must not depend on the

particular choice of &. We shall also use the following standard notation: if

0(zi, ... , z„) is an L(i)-formula and ax, ... , a„ e C, then |[<£(fl)]| denotes

the set {x G X: Cx \= </>(ai(x), ... , a„(x))}.

Claim 4.2. 3§ is definable in C.

Proof. Since C contains two distinct constant functions and is closed under

patchwork, the elements of 3§ (that is, the clopen sets of X) are definable

as 'nonequalizer sets' [a ^ bj. Inclusion and equality of nonequalizer sets

can be defined using the switching term j(x, y, z, w) : [a ^ bj ç [c ^ dj iff
5c(c, d, a, b) = b .   D

Claim 4.3. For every first-order Lit)-formula </>(x) there is a first-order L(i)-

formula </>* (x) such that for any a in C we have

YçW(a)l    &    CN*(fl).

Moreover, <f>* is independent of the original graph &.

Proof. This was essentially proved in Claim 2.3 of [4]; the definition of <f>*

given there works here as well. The only fact that matters is that Y is the set

of those isolated points x e X satisfying \CX\ > 1.   D

Claim 4.4. The finite subsets of Y are definable in C.

Proof. We shall show that the finite subsets of Y are precisely the clopen sets

\\a ^ è] satisfying Y ç [[a ^ b —> ̂(c)] for some c in C. The claim will

then follow from Claim 4.3.
Suppose first that F is a finite subset of Y. Then F is clopen and so is of the

form [[a ̂  bj for some a, b G C. For each x e F, Cx = A' so by hypothesis

(3) of Lemma 4.1 it is possible to pick cx in Cx such that Cx \= wicx) ■ As
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{x} is clopen for each x e F , and as C is closed under patchwork, it follows

that there exist c in C such that <5(x) = cx for all x e F. Then F ç J^(c)]|

and hence [a/è^ •/(•?) I = X .
Conversely, suppose F = [a ^ ¿JJ is a clopen set and 7 ç Ja / ¿> -» i//(c)J,

or equivalently, F n Y C DX<?)]|. Since c(x) is in S for all x G X except on

some finite subset of Y, hypothesis (3) of Lemma 4.1 implies that Ji^(¿01 n Y

is finite. It follows that F n Y is a finite subset of Y . But F is in 38 ; hence

F ç Y, which proves the claim.   G

Note that it follows from the previous claim that the relation N = N',

defined on 38 to mean N' = N®F for some finite subset F of Y , is definable

in C, as is the subset {N e 38 : N = Nx for some x e E*} .

Definition 4.5.

(1) R = {ä in C: y ç 1^(3)1}.
(2) For a6Ä,(fj = [T(fl)lny.

R is definable in C by Claim 4.3. Note that each cf3 is an open set (since

it is a subset of Y).

Claim 4.6. The following predicates are definable in C (for a, b, a», ... , ak e

R and Ne 38):

(i) NCcfä.

(ii) efäCN.

(iii) (For fixed k) : tfàl n • ■ • n cfäk ç N.
(iv) (For fixed k): cfa¡n--■ D(?3kn N Ç(f~.

Proof. N ç cfä iff N is a finite subset of Y and N ç |[t(û)]| . The latter
condition is equivalent to Y ç [è ^ c —► t(û)]| , where A/ = |[è ^ c]], and this
is definable by Claim 4.3. This proves (i). (ii)-(iv) follow from (i) and the fact

that each cfs is open.   D

Definition 4.7. For a G R, supp(a) = {v e V: a(oo) G gv(T)} .

Claim 4.8. For any a e R:
(i) supp(a) # 0.

(ii) If v e V and N is a clopen neighborhood of oo on which a is constant,

then the following are equivalent

(1) v g supp(a).

(2) oo e cfä n Uv . (Here and elsewhere, W denotes the topological closure

ofW.)
(3) Nnuvccfä.
(4) NnUvntfa¿0.

Proof, (i) Define ä*o = a(oo). It will suffice, by hypothesis (2) of Lemma 4.1, to

show that a0 G M. Clearly a0 is in S (as C^ = S'). Let N = {x G X: a(x) =
a0} . N is a clopen neighborhood of oo , so N n Y / 0 . Pick x e N n Y ;

as y ç |[/z(a)]| it follows that a0 G pCx\s - M (see the remark before the

definition of C), as desired.
(ii) Let N be a clopen neighborhood of oo on which a is constant. If

v e supp(a), i.e., a(oo) g ov(T) = xAv\s , then Ni)Uv ç |[r(a)]] (since Cx = A,',
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for all x G Uv) ; hence N n Uv ç cf3. On the other hand, if v £ supp(a) then

NnUv<lcf3 - 0 by the same reasoning. This proves the equivalence of (1), (3),

and (4). Certainly (2) implies (4). Conversely, suppose (1) is true, and hence

(4) holds for all clopen neighborhoods N' of oo on which a is constant. It is

easy to see that for every clopen neighborhood N of oo there is a clopen subset

N', also a neighborhood of oo, on which a is constant. Then (2) follows.   D

Claim 4.9. The ultrafilter Uœ of clopen neighborhoods of oo is definable in C.

Proof. The definition is: N e Uœ iff there exists a G R such that cf3CN.
(The latter condition is definable in C by (ii) of Claim 4.6.) It follows from

Claim 4.8 that if cf3 C N then oo e W3 ç N. Conversely, if oo e N then
N 2 NA for some cofinite subset A of E*. Consider (t?, i) G E*\A where

e = {v, w} . By condition (5) at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 4.1,

M <£ (TviT) U aw{T). Pick a{eJ) e M\(av(T) U aw(T)) = M\ixA° U xA<°), and

note that for all x G V(<,,) n Y, â(ej) e pCx\xCx (as Cx is either A'v or

A'w). Since the constant maps cs (s G S) are in C, each N^ej) is clopen,

and C is closed under patchwork, there is a tuple a in C such that for each

((?, i) e E*\A, aix) — ä(ej) for all x G N(e,i) > and a(x) G M for all x e NA.

It follows that aei? and cf3çNAçN as desired.   D

Definition 4.10. Let k be fixed as in condition (6) at the beginning of the proof

of Lemma 4.1. For ax, ... , ak e R,

supp^a-, ..., afc) = supp(â\) n • ■ • n supp(4).

Claim 4.11.
(i) For every v e V there exists a-, ... , ak e R such that supp^a», ... ,ak\

= {v}.

(ii) The following predicates are definable in C iwith a,, ¿>, g R) :

(1) supp¿.(ai, ... , ak) ç supple-,... ,b\),

(2) suppfc(ai,... ,ak) = supple- ,...,bk),
(3) suppjt(a'i, ... , ak) = {v} for some v e V.

Proof, (i) By condition (6) at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 4.1, there

exist ax, ... , ak e crviT) such that for all w e V, {a-, ... , ak) C owiT) iff

w = v . Consider the corresponding tuples of constant maps c3¡, ... , c3k in

C. As Câ,(x) = a, G M ç pc* for all x G Y, it follows that c3. e R for each

/. It is now easy to check that suppkic3l, ... , c3k) = {v}.

(ii) By (i) it will be enough to prove that, for a» , ... , ak, b e R, the

predicate "supp^a», ... ,ak) ç supp(è) " is definable in C. We claim that

supp^a-, ... , ak) ç supp(è) iff cf3¡ n ■ ■ ■ ncf3k n N ç cf- for some N e Vx ■

(The latter predicate is definable in C by Claims 4.6(iv) and 4.9.) Indeed,

suppose first that supp^a-, ... ,ak) ç supp(ô). Pick ./V G Uqo on which

each a, and b is constant, and let x g cfs¡ n • • • n tf3k n N. Let v e V
be such that x e Uv .   Then N n Uv n tf3¡ ^ 0 for each  i, so by Claim

4.8(h), v g suppfc(ä*i, ... , ak). Hence v e supp(è), so again by Claim 4.8(ii),
NnUv Ccfß and hence x ecf^. This proves ^n-n^nJVc^. Con-

versely, assume that this inclusion holds for some iVeU«,. We may replace N
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by a smaller clopen set if necessary so that each a, and b is constant on N.

If v e suppfc(a. , ... ,ak) then by Claim 4.8(ii), N n Uv ç cf3l n • • • n tfäk. It

follows from our assumption that N n Uv ç cf^, and hence v e supp(è). This

proves supp/^a-, ... , ak) ç supp(è).   D

Claim 4.12. Suppose suppfc(ai, ... , ak) = {v} and suppfc(¿i, ... ,bk) = {w}

with v ^ w . Then {v ,w) e E iff for all cx, ... , ck , dx, ... , dk e R with

supple- , ... , 4) = {v} and supp^ , ... , dk) = {w},

tf?l n • • • n cf?k n cf¡ n • • • n cfs r\E* ¿ 0.

Proof. First suppose {v , w} = e e E and cx, ... , ck, dx, ... , dk are given as

above. Pick a cofinite subset A of E* such that each c¡ and d¡ is constant on

NA . By Claim 4.8(h), we have

NAnuvccfein---nc?tk

and

NAnUwc^n---ncfdk.

Since A is cofinite, there is an i e a> such that ie, i) e A. Then ie, i) e

NA n Uv n NA n Uw , which proves one direction of the claim.

Conversely, suppose {v , w} f E . In the proof of Claim 4.11 (i) it was

shown that it is possible to pick tuples of constant maps <?,, d¡ e R such that

supp^f?-,..., Ck) = {v} and supp^a"», ... , dk) — {w}. Since these maps are

constant on X, Claim 4.8(h) implies

^,n--»n<% = r/„

and
cf 7 n • • • n &'- = Uw.

But [v , w) $ E implies Uv n Uw n E* ■= 0, as desired.   D

Claim 4.13. The predicate

cfix n • ■ • n ¿% n ^rf- n • • • n cf¡ r\E* ¿0

is definable in C.

Proof, cf^ n • • • n cf-k ncfj n---r\cf¿nE* ¿ 0 iff there is an N = Nx for some

x G E* such that both JVn^n-n^  and Nncfr n • • • n@',-  are infinite.
Li <-k d\ di,

Now N n cf?t n ■ ■ ■ C\ tf?k is infinite iff there does not exist an Nx = N such

that Nx n (fs n • • • n cf?k = 0 ; and this last clause is definable in C by Claim

4.6(iii).   D

Now we can complete the proof of Lemma 4.1. We have shown that there

exist L(i)-formulas Vert(xi, ... , xk), Eq(x» , ... , xk , yx, ... , yk), and
Edge(xi, ... , xk , yx, ... , yk), which are independent of the choice of "§ and

which assert the following in C

Vert(x», ... ,xk)    <=>    xx, ... ,xkeR and supp^x.,... , xk) = {v}

for some v e V ;
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Eq(xi, ... ,xk,yx, ... ,yk)    &    Vert(xi, ..., xk) and Vert(yt, ... , yk)

and supp^x*. ,...,xk) = suppfc(j?i,... ,yk);

Edge(xi, ... ,xk,yx, ... ,yk)& Vert(x,, ... ,xk) and Vert(j?i, ... ,yk) and

not Eq(xi, ... , xk, yx, ... , yk), and for all zx, ... , zk, wx, ... , wk , if

Eq(x-, ... ,xk,zx, ... ,zk) and Eq(y- , ... ,yk,wx, ... ,wk) then

¿f, n • • • n tf2k n ^, n • • • n tf^ n E * ¿ 0.

It then follows from Claims 4.11 (i) and 4.12 that (Vert, Eq, Edge) semantically
embeds 2? in C. Hence SP(A') is hereditarily undecidable.   D

5. Unary classes

In this section we specialize our results to the case of a locally finite universal

class whose type consists of finitely many unary operation symbols. The algebras

in such a class are easy to visualize. If A is a unary algebra and a, b e A write

a < b to mean a e SgA(¿>), a « b to mean SgA(a) = SgA(¿>), a < b to mean

a < b but a 56 ô , and [a] to denote the set {x g A : x « a}. < is a preorder on

A ; « is its corresponding equivalence relation, and the set [A] = {[a]: a G A}

of «-classes is a poset in the natural way. Note that the height of this poset is

bounded by the maximum size of the 1-generated subalgebras of A; and the

subalgebras of A correspond naturally to the nonempty lower segments of [A].

Definition 5.1. Let A be an algebra of finite unary type and let a, b e A .

(1) Da = {x G A: x < a}.

(2) Dx = [ja€ADa.
(3) b is a conjugate of a (in A) if Db = Da and there exists an isomor-

phism a: SgA(a) = SgA(6) satisfying cr(a) = b and aid) - d for all
deDa.

(4) ConjA(a) is the set of all conjugates of a in A.

Note that in the previous definition, Da and D\ are subuniverses of A,

and the relation "is a conjugate of is an equivalence relation. The next lemma
illustrates the concepts defined above.

Lemma 5.2. Suppose 3f is a locally finite universal class of unary algebras of

finite type, and Ae3f. If A0 is a subuniverse of A satisfying Z)A ç Ao, then
A is locally homogeneous over Ao.

Proof. Let D — Dx. We shall give the proof for the case A0 — D (the proof

of the general case is essentially the same). Let L = {[a] : a G A\D) ; thus L is

the set of maximal elements of the poset [A]. For [a] ,[b]e L let us say that

[a], [b] have the same color if [b] n ConjA(a) ^ 0 . "Having the same color" is

an equivalence relation on L. Now suppose B!, B2 < A with Bx (~)D = B2f)D.

Isomorphisms from B^ to B2 fixing Bx n D are particularly easy to describe.

Let L¡ = {[b] e L: b e Bi) for i = 1,2, and suppose a: Bx = B2 satisfies
c|s,nD = id^nD • Then

1. a induces a bijection a from Lx to L2 by the rule ai[b]) = [aib)].
2. à preserves colors.

3. For each [b] e Lx , the restriction a\[bx: [b] —> [aib)] is a bijection;
moreover, x is a conjugate of tr(x) for all x G [b].
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Conversely, if t is a color-preserving bijection from Lx to L2, iba)a<n is

a sequence of elements from Bx such that the sequence i[ba])a<n names each

member of Lx exactly once, and ica)a<rj is a sequence from L2 such that

ca G xi[ba]) and ca is a conjugate of ba for all a < n, then there is a unique

isomorphism a: Bx =B2 satisfying o\bxt\d = idß.no, à = x, and aiba) = ca

for all a < n.
Now to establish that A is locally homogeneous over D, suppose C is a finite

subalgebra of A containing B» and B2, and suppose a: Bx = B2 satisfies

f|ß,no = idU,nD- Let Lx, L2 and à be as in the previous discussion, let

(ba)a<ri be a sequence from Bx enumerating the «-classes in Lx, and define

ca = o(ba) for a < n . Finally let L3 = {[b] G L: b G C) .
Clearly a can be extended to a color-preserving bijection x: L3 —► L3, and

the sequences iba)a<^, ica)a<r, can be extended to sequences iba)a<K , ica)a<K ,

both enumerating the «-classes in L3 and such that ca G r([èa]) and ca is a

conjugate of ba for all a < k . Hence a can be extended to an automorphism

a+ of C satisfying o+\cnD = idcno , as desired.   D

Now we state and prove the principal result of this paper.

Theorem 5.3. Suppose 3Z is a locally finite universal class of unary algebras of

finite type. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) V(Jf') isdecidable.
(2) NL%1) is not hereditarily undecidable.
(3) 3? is almost locally homogeneous.

(4) There exists N < co such that for all A g 3?, if a, c e A with a < c,

then |ConjA(a)| < N.

Proof.  (1) => (2) is trivial. We shall prove (4) => (1) and (3), and -.(4) =*•
-(2) and -(3).

-■(4) => -i(2) and ->(3). Suppose no N exists as in (4). Let L be the type
of 3f. Because there are only finitely many quantifier-free 1-types realized in

JT, the following predicates are definable in JT by quantifier-free L-formulas:

1. x < y (and thus x « y and x < y) ;
2. x and y are conjugates.

Hence the assumption that N fails to exist, combined with a compactness

argument, produces a countable algebra Be J and elements a, b e B such

that ConjB(a) is infinite and a < b. Let Mo = ConjB(a). As the poset [B]

has finite height, we may assume that a and b have been chosen so that if

m G Mo and m <b, then [m] -< [b]. Define

M = {x G B: x « m for some m e M0},        A = SgB(MU {b}),

P = Da,        S = SgBiM) = Ml>P,        T = {meM:m<b}.

See Figure 1 for a schematic representation of the poset [A].

Note that ConjA(a) = Conjs(a) = ConjB(a) = M0 ; that T and P are finite

sets (they are contained in a 1-generated subalgebra of A) while M is infinite;

that Ds = P, so S is homogeneous over P by Lemma 5.2 and Claim 2.2(h);

and that (using the terminology of the proof of Lemma 5.2) the «-classes in

M have the same color.
Again because the number of quantifier-free 1-types realized in 3? is finite,

there is a quantifier-free L-formula poix) with parameters from P such that
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Figure 1. The poset [A]

pA = M0. Let pix), t(x) , and i//(x) be the formulas

p(x)

x(x)

V(z)

3y[po(y)&x « y],

p(x)&3z[x < z],

3x[p(x)&x < z].

Clearly pA\s = pA = M, xA\s = T, and b e y/A while ^A|5 = 0 .
Suppose m e Mo; as a and m are conjugates, there is an isomorphism

a: Sgs(a) = Sgs(m) satisfying a\P = id/> and a(a) = m. As S is homoge-

neous over P, a extends to an isomorphism a of S (which fixes P). Clearly

v([a\) — [w] and a(M) = M ; hence

M = (J{(T(r): a G AutS: <j|f = idP and a(M) = M}.

It follows from the above remarks that if the language L is expanded to

include a family of new constant symbols indexed by P, and if A* and S* are

the natural expansions of A and S to this larger language, then A*, S*, p, x,
and y/ satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1 (= is equality). So a hereditarily

undecidable class of graphs semantically embeds into SP((A*)'), from which it

follows that \Z(3i') is hereditarily undecidable. This proves ->(2).
To prove ->(3), suppose 3f were almost locally homogeneous and Jó wit-

nessed this fact. Let So De a maximal Jó-subuniverse of S ; extend S0 to a

maximal Jó-subuniverse Aq of A. Then by hypothesis and Claim 2.2(h), A

is locally homogeneous over Ao, Ao n S = So, and So is finite.
Fix m e Mo\T. As a and m are conjugates, there is an isomorphism

a: SgA(a) = SgA(w) satisfying a\p = idp and aia) - m. But clearly a

cannot be extended to an automorphism of A, by the choice of m. Because

A is homogeneous over A0, it must be the case that either

1. SgA(a)n5,o#SgA(m)nS0,
or

2. SgA(a) n So = SgA(w) n S0 = E but a\E ¿ id£.
Note that if SgA(a) n S0 = SgA(m) n So = E then necessarily E ç P ; so the
fact that a\P = idp implies that condition (2) cannot hold. Thus SgA(a) nSo ¥=
SgA(«i) n S0, and hence [a] ç S0 or [m] ç S0 . If a $ S0 then this argument
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shows that m G So for all m e M0\T, which is impossible as So is finite.

Thus a G S0 .
It was shown in the proof of -.(2) that for any m e Mo there exists a e AutS

satisfying cr(a) = m . Clearly er-1 (So), like So , is a maximal Jó-subuniverse

of S. Then the above argument applied to er-1 (So) shows that a G a-'(So),

or equivalent, m e So . Hence Mo ç So, again contradicting the finiteness of

So. So 3t is not almost locally homogeneous.

(4) => (1) and (3). Suppose that N exists as in (4). Let M be the maximum

cardinality of the 1 -generated members of JT, and let %? be the class of all

L-algebras A such that:
1. If a, c e A with a < c, then |ConjA(a)| < N.
2. Every 1-generated subalgebra of A has cardinality at most M.

Note that %? is a finitely axiomatizable locally finite universal class and 3? ç

¿F. Let ST' be the class of all A e MT in which | ConjA(a)| < N for all a e A .
Note that if A g MT and D = DK±0, then D g %" .

Claim 5.4. %" = I(^o) for some finite set Jo of finite algebras.

Proof. It will suffice to show that for every i < M there is a positive integer

«, with the property that \A\ < n¡ for all Ae/' such that height([A]) = i.
The proof is by induction on i. As in the discussion preceding Definition 2.5,

let Tx = {to, ... , tr-{\ be a finite set of unary terms with the property that for

all A G X and a G A, SgA(a) = {tA(a): i < r}. Also define «_, = 0. Now

suppose A G %" with height([A]) = i > 0, and let D = DK. Then \D\ < «,-_• .
Let L — {[a]: a e A\D} be as in the proof of Lemma 5.2, and for [a] e L let

us call the set {[b] G L: [b] has the same color as [a]} a color-class of A.

Assume oo ¿ D and for each b e A\D define a map Sb: Tx —> Du {oo} by

*,(,,.) = J°°        ífti(b)«b,
\ tA(b)   otherwise.

It is easy to see that if b, c e A\D and b, c have the same quantifier-free 1-

type, then b, c are conjugates iff 6b = Sc (in which case [b], [c] have the same

color). So the number of distinct color-classes of A is at most s-\(Dli{oo})T'\ <
s(l + «,-i)r, where 5 is the number of quantifier-free 1-types realized in %?

(and r = \T\\). On the other hand, each color-class of A has at most N

elements by definition of %" . Thus \A\D\ < M • \L\ < MNs(l + «,_•)', and
so the integer «, = «,-_■ + MNsil + «i_i)r satisfies the desired condition.   D

Claim 5.5. %? is almost locally homogeneous.

Proof. We shall verify the conditions of Definition 3.2 using the set %o men-

tioned in the previous claim. The first two conditions are easily proved, so

we concentrate on the third. Let Ae/ and suppose A0 is a maximal %o-

subuniverse of A. Put D = DA and B = A0L> D. It is easy to check that
B G %?' if B j¿ 0, so B = Ao by maximality. Then by Lemma 5.2, A is

locally homogeneous over Ao, verifying the third condition.   D

Claim 5.6. Every universal subclass of %f is finitely axiomatizable.

Proof. First note that since L (the type of ßf) is finite, it follows that for every

A G Jfin there is an L-sentence c/>A with the property that for any universal

class 3t of type L, 3t 1= </>A iff A £ 3?. Also let P be a complete set of
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representatives of the isomorphism classes of 3%B , and let P = (P, <->) be the

corresponding poset under embeddability.

Suppose Si is a universal subclass of ßH ; then P n 3f is a lower segment
of P. As P satisfies the descending chain condition, the complementary upper

segment P\3? is generated by its antichain W of minimal elements. As every

locally finite algebra is an ultraproduct of its finite subalgebras, Si is axiom-

atized relative to ßif by the set {^lAe?}. Thus to prove the claim it is

enough to show that P has no infinite antichains.

For each B e J0 let ß?B = {A e ß?nn: DA = B}. Also let J0 = {A €

■^fin- Da = 0} • In what follows, we shall refer to B-embeddings between mem-

bers of ß?a - and to quantifier-free B-l-types realized in ßfo ■ These notions
were defined in §2.

Fix B g ßifo U {0} , and let po, ... , ps-\ enumerate the quantifier-free B-l-

types realized in ßi?B. For each Ae J| let L = {[a]: a e ^\DA} and define

aA: {0, ... , 5 - 1} —> to by

qa(i) = |{[a] G L: there exists b e [a] whose quantifier-free B-l-type is p¡ }.

D

The key is to observe that if A, A' G ßffB then A <-♦ A' iff aA < aA< in the
product ordering of œs.

Now suppose that {A0, A-, ...} is an infinite antichain in P. We may

assume that each A, belongs to ßiB for some B g ^o U {0} ; and as ßfo U {0}
is finite we can further assume that one of the J§s contains all of the A,s. Now

for any positive integer s, of has no infinite antichains; so there must exist
D

i t¿ j for which qA/ < aA] . But then A, <-» A; by the above observation, and

so certainly A, <•-> Ay , which contradicts the supposition that the A,s form an

antichain. This proves the claim.   □

Now we can finish the proof of (1) and (3). 3Z is finitely axiomatizable

by Claim 5.6; hence Thv(J') is decidable. As the property of being almost

locally homogeneous is inherited by universal subclasses, Si is almost locally

homogeneous by Claim 5.5. Thus MiSt1) is decidable by Theorem 3.3. This
finishes the proof of Theorem 5.3.    □

6. Conclusion

The methods developed in this paper to study the decidability of ViSf')
have applications beyond the case when St is of unary type. For example,

M. Valeriote and the author [20] have used the semantic embedding of §4 to

show that if rJ( is the variety of all unitary left /?-modules for some finite

ring R with unit, then V(/j^#') is decidable iff R is semisimple. This finishes

the classification, nearly completed in [4], of those locally finite varieties 'V of

finite type for which V(^') is decidable.
A second application is to the study of the decidability of the finite mem-

bers of V(Si'), where Si is a locally finite universal class of finite type. By

the theorem of Bulman-Fleming and Werner, MiSi')^ consists of all algebras

isomorphic to finite direct products of members of J^'n, plus 1-element al-

gebras. Hence an easy argument using the original theorem of Feferman and

Vaught [11] proves that V^'Jfin is decidable iff 3i¿n is decidable (iff Jfin is
decidable).
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Our methods in §§2 and 3 can be used to show that if Si is almost locally

homogeneous, then Th(J') = Th(Jfin), and both are decidable if Thy(J') is
decidable. It follows from Theorem 5.3 that if Si is of unary type, then the

decidability of V(JT') implies the decidability of the finite members of ViSi').
Joohee Jeong at the University of California, Berkeley, recently discovered

[12] an example of a universal class Si of unary algebras of finite type with

the property that MiSi1) is decidable while V(jr')fin is not. By the previous

remarks, Si cannot be locally finite. It would be interesting to know whether

there exists a locally finite universal class of finite (but not unary) type with this

same property.

Finally, we mention that we know of no locally finite universal class Si of

finite type for which Thv(J') is decidable and which is a counterexample to

the converse of Theorem 3.3. The discovery of such a counterexample (or a

proof that none exists) would greatly increase our understanding of decidable

discriminator varieties.

Added in Proof. A counterexample to the converse of Theorem 3.3 may be

found in [23].
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